Qua collaborates with Pathlight School to launch lacquer gifts with a Heart
Qua is privileged to partner Pathlight School to introduce the Pathlight Artist Showcase - a collection of gift premiums featuring the
students’ artwork from Pathlight Artist Development Programme. Established by the Autism Resource Centre (ARC) in 2004,
Pathlight School became Singapore’s first autism-focused school that is dedicated to serving children and adults with Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and to help these individuals lead meaningful and independent lives in society.
Under the Artist Development Programme (ADP) launched by Pathlight School in 2011, professional art teachers are engaged to
uncover and nurture artistic talents of these autistic students.
Qua believes in the important causes in Singapore and the non-profit organizations that strives to make a difference. Realizing our
CSR efforts through this collaboration, we aim to promote the art created by these unique and talented individuals as well as reach
out to the public about autism. All artists from the ADP earn royalties from the sale of their merchandise that will support them into
having an honourable source of income. Make a difference to the autism community today.
The newest Pathlight Artist collection features the artwork of Selena Seow’s Birds of a Feather #1. Selena has a way of portraying
birds in curious moments of stillness. Her birds exude a sense of calm and peace, even though they can be unpredictable and jumpy
creatures. She achieves her feathery details with very well-sharpened coloured pencils.
Artist Profile: Selena Seow
Born 1996
Selena enjoys illustrating whimsical subjects like birds and botanicals. Her keen attention to detail enables her to create many
wonderful artwork in ink and colored pencils.
Selena’s “Birds of a Feather #1” has also inspired renowned artist, Ernest Zacharevic, to create a beautiful 3-storey tall mural at the
Enabling Village.

About Brex International – the company which created Qua
Established in 2002, Brex International is the defining company for fine gifts and home decor. Our signature product range, Qua,
offers home and gifts which are characterised by its distinctive rich lustre and designs. In addition, we distribute the world's
smartest lighting products from Nanoleaf. Nanoleaf One and Bloom are winners of the RedDot design and SEAD awards in 2015.
About Qua: Since 2002, Qua has been Brex International’s signature product range. The entire Qua’s corporate premium collection
is designed in Singapore and made with old world traditional craftsmanship that is rare in our modern world. As part of Brex
International’s Corporate Social Responsibility efforts, we are constantly seeking Voluntary Welfare Organisations (VWOs) to
collaborate with us to produce our gift premiums.
To see our capabilities and collections, please go to www.qua.com.sg
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